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E A R LY  M O R N I N G  S L E E PS

The early morning sleeps

hushed. 

10 sweet steps away

my lover and our dog

    nest in bed—

warm, snuggled, heavy asleep.

My eyes have barely woken. 

My fingers slowly learn their steps

   and dance across my keyboard.

Dog’s slide-whistle of a yawn

 interrupts my thoughts—

I hear the liquid-caramel laugh of my lover

as he assures the hound, 

yes, it’s almost time

it’s almost time
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R E A D  M E

Hey… out there.

Do you read me?

   (...please, please read me.)

Read me like a thousand mistakes

  etched into a granite wall—

read me like the smoke billowing up 

  from the forest fire, miles wide. 

Read me, front to back, as a story. 

Read me 

 with the casual flipping and turning of a sophisticate 

   sashaying in a 

     long evening gown—

Read me with the intensity of a lonely lover

pouring over the same message

   again, and again,

      constantly finding something new.
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CO M PA R I S O N

If comparison is the death of happiness,

then I die 1000 times with the

opening of my eyes—

There is an immediacy in the faces 

    the smiles

which surround me in gaping-mouthed 

    perfection.
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B R A I N  O P E N ,  B O DY  O P E N

I wonder many things about the world—

like how an organism could survive deep ocean vents at 400  

degrees, 

or how to talk to a father

whose brother is dying. 

I try to let the big questions rest—percolate. 

Like the question of what our selves do when our bodies die—

     I have no idea. 

     I have absolutely no idea.

    (I have absolutely no idea, 

            and I get a little suspicious

             of anyone who thinks they know). 

But as those questions simmer,

 I have to admit—

   and to notice in the first place—

         that somehow the smallest questions get very, very  

b i g. 

Let’s start with something tiny, something ordinary: 

a caterpillar. 

(...can you guess where I’m leading you?)

You cannot separate 

   a caterpillar from its eventuality, the butterfly,
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And in crossing that bridge,

  the mouth of your mind

                   must close on one very meaty word — metamorphosis — 

and if that doesn’t stir at least one immense question

       in your  bones,

my heart reaches to you, 

(arteries breaking away,

every gasping valve commanding, “wonder.”)
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V I C E ,  A  LO V E R

Since I could decide for myself,

I’ve had a love affair with vice—

if the thought crosses my mind

I must enact it

I must make love to it ...

I lust for the ‘shouldn’ts’,

I kiss all the ‘too muches’ deeply, 

and with lots of tongue ...

but by the end of the day, my body longs

to be clean 

fresh

for my blood to flow with the same uninhibited clarity

as it did that morning.
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M E T H O D

the poetic moment is not difficult. 

        it is the thing that catches your eye,

  the one that may find you while gardening

or eating or fucking.

    it could be a gnat’s wings caught on the softly vibrating

  strings of a piano

  or the soul-stuffed body and flesh

     that is slowly creating a slight depression in your bed

  waves so fierce that the wind and black water

sends salt spray and foam into your eyes

  flies making dot-line tracks in the air,

       darting about the body of a fox rotting slowly

  in a field of freshly cut wheat.

When you notice the gleaming hide of that moment of poetry

 ambling by—

     grab it. 

     snatch it. 

  transform it to ink melting into paper or

         tiny pixels darting across a screen or

whatever you like—
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             but most of all, look for it.

     open your eyes so wide your lashes brush the ceiling and floor. 

     jump off your roof into wet grass—

     throw yourself beaming into the thick of experience,

           and love everything that makes your skin shift 

        around your trembling muscles and anxious bones

  this is how you find the moments,

    and with them, snatches of meaning—

  then, with patience,

       you begin to assemble the most precious parts 

             of your gorgeous consciousness 

         with

               lumps of candle wax

and pieces of string.
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ST R I V I N G

though the results 

may be indeterminate, 

for now

I love it—

the tension and pulse

in my body

the awakening

of my heavy breath

the striving towards,

and towards, and towards.
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A I R B O R N E  CO N V E RS AT I O N S

When words trip out of our mouths like baby birds,

they can plop down without grace

or sometimes, soar—

catching the fluttering gasp of the wind

to laugh easily into the air.

Like paper airplanes, 

our thoughts and hopes 

and body language and ideas

sail through the breath that all things give, that exists 

perpetually around us—

the question is not whether or not a tree that falls in the 

woods makes a sound,

but whether it can sing. 

And so I send my heart out without a tether

to hold to whatever may happen by—

I send my words in the hope that someone may catch them

and be glad.
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T H E  M A N  A N D  T H E  M O O N

She makes me want to bang a hole right in my ceiling,

or go out to the lake

            and look quietly at her broken reflection in the dark water

or strip naked 

      and run my tired feet through the late night dew, arms open and

laughing—

Oh, I’m certain it’s no man up there—

   she’s a Lady.

A Lady, certainly.

It’s obvious, isn’t it? In the way she moves,

    steady and          silent,

     and the slight shadow around her yawning gray eyes

(she wears too much makeup, I think)

and her monthly rage— 

     the slow fury as she hides her face and turns away into the night

many ignore her absence, don’t even notice—

not me. 

I wait for her, every night on the little balcony I made for us

watching for her to slowly turn back,

showing a soft cheekbone first,

             then an eye, and then a

corner of her smile— 

gentle and open again.
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   She is an old woman, but I don’t mind.

        I am caught completely

in the fever of her—

                 It’s all I can do to stop myself 

from raising my arms with a

shout, 

as she dusts her pale light across my naked legs, 

the tired skin,

and my thin lips and too-dry tongue slowly awaken,

             singing in a quiet, poorly accented tremor—

when the moon hits your eye like a big pizza pie,

that’s amore.
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A F T E R  T H E  L AU N C H

I lonnnnnged

for the connection,

   for the touch,

   for that validity—

to realize

       that others, many others,

 could attest to my existence

   could smile and say   “she made me feel better”

I was desperate

for my life’s poetry to be important.

But the adoring masses          

don’t always make it easy.

So, I grabbed a very large knife.

A chef’s knife.

As carefully as I could, 

I carved the sinews and tissues of my chest

to get at my throbbing heart
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I cut it into hundreds of pieces, and

    tied a thin string around

    every bloody bit of it

suspending the carvings from balloons

and sending them into the sky.

It is hard to live

a life you love

   without a     h e a r t. 
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